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ABSTRACT

Background Although rare disease patients make up approximately 6–8% of all patients in Europe, it is often difficult to find the necessary expertise for diagnosis and care and the patient numbers needed for rare disease research. The second French National Plan for Rare Diseases highlighted the necessity for better care coordination and epidemiology for rare diseases. A clinical data standard for normalization and exchange of rare disease patient data was proposed. The original methodology used to build the French national minimum data set (F-MDS-RD) common to the 131 expert rare disease centers is presented.

Methods To encourage consensus at a national level for homogeneous data collection at the point of care for rare disease patients, we first identified four national expert groups. We reviewed the scientific literature for rare disease common data elements (CDEs) in order to build the first version of the F-MDS-RD. The French rare disease expert centers validated the data elements (DEs). The resulting F-MDS-RD was reviewed and approved by the National Plan Strategic Committee. It was then represented in an HL7 electronic format to maximize interoperability with electronic health records.

Results The F-MDS-RD is composed of 58 DEs in six categories: patient, family history, encounter, condition, medication, and questionnaire. It is HL7 compatible and can use various ontologies for diagnosis or sign encoding. The F-MDS-RD was aligned with other CDE initiatives for rare diseases, thus facilitating potential interconnections between rare disease registries.

Conclusions The French F-MDS-RD was defined through national consensus. It can foster better care coordination and facilitate determining rare disease patients' eligibility for research studies, trials, or cohorts. Since other countries will need to develop their own standards for rare disease data collection, they might benefit from the methods presented here.
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BACKGROUND

There are 6000–7000 rare diseases according to published estimates.1 A rare disease is defined by a prevalence of less than 1/20002 in Europe and of no more than 1/1500 3 in the USA. In France, the number of patients affected by a rare disease is estimated to be between 3 and 4 million4 and many diseases have less than 100 identified patients. The anticipated number of patients affected by a rare disease is about 30 million in Europe5 and 25 million in North America.6,7 However, the burden of rare diseases is difficult to calculate since epidemiological data for most rare diseases are at best fragmented or more often lacking. Rare diseases have been identified as a public health priority in Europe. Many EU countries have launched national plans to promote rare diseases care and research.9,10 Since 2004, the French authorities together with field experts, patients' associations, and other stakeholders have implemented two consecutive rare disease national plans. The first plan (2005–2009) fostered the implementation of a network of 131 rare disease centers of expertise distributed throughout French territory11 and focused on groups of diseases (renal diseases, rare pulmonary diseases, rare developmental defects, etc). Each center of expertise consisted of one or more medical units mainly located in university hospitals. A complementary network of 501 units was connected to this first set of centers to better cover the different areas closer to patients' residences. This rare disease network aimed at building a
nation-wide continuum of care for these chronic and disabling diseases. To support clinicians’ rare disease care and research activities, an IT infrastructure has been funded by the second national plan for rare diseases (2011–2014).12 This national information system promotes information exchange tools that can be integrated within the current local or national information systems to avoid data re-entry. Rare disease patients are often barely identifiable within hospital information systems because of the lack of standardized rare disease coding, as well as a lack of systematized data collection at a national level such as used for the Global Rare Diseases Patient Registry and Data Repository (GRDR) common data elements (CDEs) of the US initiative.19 A first objective is to identify patients in the rare disease care network to help build a seamless continuum of care across expert centers and reduce overall costs. Making rare disease-associated activity detectable is essential for the expert centers so they can submit claims for relevant funding.

A second objective is to assess whether the rare disease network is a good match for the geographic distribution of rare diseases in the country. A third objective is to help identify rare disease patients likely to be eligible for clinical trials or cohort studies. To meet these objectives, the second French National Plan for Rare Diseases fostered the development of a national minimum data set (F-MDS) (as a clinical data standard) for all French rare disease centers and all rare diseases.

RATIONALE FOR A MINIMUM DATA SET FOR RARE DISEASES

A minimum data set approach was first developed in order to enable large studies at controlled costs.14–18 A data set is composed of a group of data elements (DE). It corresponds to a scheme (or data set specification) which stipulates the sequence of inclusion of the DEs, whether they are mandatory, what verification rules should be employed, and the scope of the collection. The French minimum data set for rare diseases (F-MDS-RD) is a minimum set of DEs agreed for mandatory collection and reporting at a national level.19 A CDE is a DE that is commonly used in various data sets. A specific DE (SDE) is a DE specifically defined for a given purpose (eg, a public health indicator).20 More recently, the same approach was used to define core DEs common between databases (electronic health records (EHRs), registries) at a national level.21 Goetz et al also proposed eyeGENE, a novel approach combining clinical and genetic data.22 The US cancer network infrastructure also proposed the use of CDEs23 to enable large scale clinical trials. In the rare disease field, such an approach was also developed at the level of a given disease or a group of diseases, but not at a national level.24 The US Office of Rare Diseases Research (ORDR) developed a set of CDEs at a national level as a tool for global collection of rare disease patient data for their GRDR repository of data.25 CDEs or minimum data sets must be built following an appropriate methodology in order to obtain wide consensus across rare disease professionals and public stakeholders. Recently, Svensson-Ranallo et al26 proposed a comprehensive method to build minimum (clinical) data sets. A methodology for the development of cardiovascular clinical data standards was also proposed.27

INTEROPERABILITY AND STANDARDS

Interoperability between health IT systems for care, epidemiology and public health, or research is an important goal that has fostered much research and received significant funding worldwide. While data collection in care settings should ideally permit data reuse for epidemiology, public health, or research, it is still difficult to reuse the data produced in care setting.28 In this context, several standards are available to support the recording of health data in health information systems. They have been developed to standardize either DEs and information models (Health Level Seven (HL7),29 OpenEHR (EN 1360630), value sets or terminologies (LOINC,31 SNOMED CT32 for clinical terms, Orphanet1 for orphan drugs and rare disease diagnosis, Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO)33 for signs, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)34 for genes, Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) Mutnomen,35 and GenATLAS36 for genes and mutations). For clinical research, the Clinical Data Standards Interchange Consortium (CDISC) and the Regulated Clinical Research Information Management (RRC) technical committee of HL7 are promoting the development of the Biomedical Research Integrated Domain Group (BRIDG) model, a standard38 to support interoperability between CDISC (clinical research) and HL7 (electronic health records). Standards can facilitate interoperability and data quality in registries.39 These standards must be used to build electronic versions of CDEs or national minimum data sets so they can be seamlessly integrated within electronic medical records to serve the purpose of care, epidemiology and public health, and research.

Finding a consensus in this context is complex. First, there are numerous rare diseases and a rare disease can be represented in several medical fields. For instance, a disease affecting the kidneys, the eyes, and the central nervous system should be identifiable by nephrologists, ophthalmologists, or neurologists. Second, there are numerous stakeholders: medical and paramedical experts, public authorities, researchers, patients and their associations, and drug manufacturers. Last, the objectives of data collection must be precisely oriented towards specific targets: patient care, monitoring activity, public health, or research. The purpose of our work was to: (i) establish a consistent, interoperable national set of DEs common to all rare diseases; (ii) promote EHR data entry at the bedside; and (iii) facilitate the future development of EU registries by proposing an EU standard for rare disease patient based registries. To set up our F-MDS-RD, we proposed a complete methodology based on a systematic review of the literature as well as design and validation of the DEs by four different groups of experts and decision makers.

METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPING A CLINICAL DATA STANDARD

Our approach was based on the following steps: (i) establishment of several groups of experts; (ii) systematic review of
the literature; (iii) development of the first draft of the F-MDS-RD by the eHealth team and the rare disease expert national working group; (iv) submission of this draft to the expert panels via a survey in order to formalize F-MDS-RD V.0; (v) validation of this V.0 version by the Rare Diseases Expert National Task Force group and validation of the resultant F-MDS-RD by the National Plan for Rare Diseases Strategic Committee; and (vi) standardization by the national eHealth team using Fast Health Interoperable Resources (FHIR), the latest HL7 data format, to support integration with EHRs and facilitate data reuse. The overall methodology is presented in figure 1.
Identifying the expert panels
We first identified several groups of experts or decision makers in order to streamline our workflow and achieve national consensus among all rare disease clinicians and public authorities. We identified four groups assigned with various responsibilities:

1. The 131 rare disease expert centers represented by their medical coordinator or a representative. This group was responsible for stating their needs in terms of data management as well as selecting the DEs of interest for their group of rare diseases.
2. A Rare Disease Expert National Task Force composed of rare disease experts, representatives of the centers of expertise for rare diseases, national agencies, the Ministry of Health, researchers, and the national Institute of Health and Medical Research. This group discussed the relevance of the DEs to the specific objectives of the second National Plan for Rare Diseases.¹¹
3. The National Plan for Rare Diseases Strategic Committee is a board of public representatives chaired by the director of the care management department of the Ministry of Health. The board’s role was to validate and approve the F-MDS-RD.
4. A team of eHealth experts to build the necessary tools for the systematic review of the literature, to determine the statistical methods for item selection, and to propose a standardized electronic version of the F-MDS-RD.

Systematic review of the literature and development of F-MDS-RD V.0
We built a preliminary set (V.0) of DEs. We identified DEs used in existing catalogs and the scientific literature, as well as in research projects and rare disease registries. We reviewed the current data catalogs of equivalent systems for rare diseases in order to select a primary set of DEs. We selected sets of CDEs from the US Office of Rare Disease Research,⁴⁰ from the EPIRARE project,⁴¹ and from the CEMARA project.⁴² We also collected the disease specific data set from the ESID European project.⁴³ We aligned these resources and built a preliminary CDE set for rare diseases.

In parallel, we also conducted a systematic review of the scientific literature. We developed a review tool to scan the PubMed site (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). We used the Human Rare Diseases Ontology⁴⁴ in order to build the domain part of the queries. We then associated it to a corpus of keywords related to rare diseases. The ontology of more than 7000 diseases and group of diseases was associated with each of the following keywords: {Data Set, Minimum data set, Data catalogue, Data model, Models of data, Common data elements, Data Elements}. The query was built in the PubMed query language. We first searched for the diseases in Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) to identify relevant MeSH terms. Complementary title and abstract word searches were carried out for disease names not present in MeSH. The results were a set of articles related to data sets in the rare disease field which were then reviewed by a human expert. Information extracted from the relevant articles was used to validate the quality of the preliminary F-MDS-RD developed by the eHealth team.

National survey to review the minimum data set
A national survey instrument was created in order to validate the elements of the F-MDS-RD. It was sent to 160 rare disease experts, 131 coordinators of rare disease centers of expertise, and 29 members of the Rare Disease National Task Force. This survey was conducted through an on-line questionnaire which consisted of 118 items grouped into 12 themes. Questions were aimed at determining whether items should be retained or not, and, if retained, whether they should be mandatory or optional. To analyze the survey results, we used a decision tree that took into account the number of people who responded to each question. We devised a set of decision rules in order to determine whether items should be accepted or rejected:

- If an item had more ‘no’ than ‘yes’ responses, the item was discarded;
- If an item had more ‘yes’ than ‘no’ responses, there were two options:
  - If the percentage of responses was greater than the median rate of answers for all the questions and the rate of ‘yes’ for this item was above 50%, then the item was retained;
  - Otherwise, the item was submitted to the Rare Disease National Task Force for review.

We carried out a sensitivity analysis to assess whether active and less active (defined as having a percentage of item responses lower than the median of responses) participants gave similar answers. Because the coordinators belonged to 18 different medical fields (eg, neuromuscular diseases, developmental anomalies, etc) defined by the national rare disease plan, we assessed whether the distributions of the response rates were balanced between the different fields (Wilcoxon test, Bonferroni correction).

National validation of the F-MDS-RD
We developed a set of DEs common to all rare diseases that were in accordance with the objectives of the second French National Plan for Rare Diseases. The retained DEs were presented and reviewed by the national steering committee of the second French National Plan for Rare Diseases and approved by the Chief Executive of the Care Organization.

An interoperable electronic format of the F-MDS-RD
To support F-MDS-RD integration into the EHR and to facilitate compatibility with other standards, we represented the F-MDS-RD into the latest HL7 standard format, FHIR, which should be easier and faster to implement than its predecessor.⁴⁵ FHIR is based on modular components called ‘resources’ which can be combined together or extended to meet specific data capture needs. FHIR is backward compatible with HL7 V.2 and V.3. We aligned the F-MDS-RD with standard FHIR components where
possible. For the remainder, we defined extensions of existing FHIR resources when necessary. Otherwise the components will be defined as questions of a resource questionnaire to form homogeneous and meaningfully independent data groups. Finally, we checked the concordance of data types and tested the compatibility of value domains. An element might be a ’codable concept’ if it takes its values from a publicly defined code system like LOINC or from a locally defined code system in a FHIR value set. Some value sets of ’codable concepts’ are predefined in FHIR. We checked their compliance with the F-MDS-RD value domains and if they did not match, internal value sets had to be created by referencing codes from one or more code systems and/or by defining specific codes.

RESULTS

A systematic review of existing DEs for rare diseases

The first systematic PubMed search based on title and abstracts returned 2126 articles. The relevance of the results was checked by an expert (PL). Several articles were not retained because they were too specific or because they were out of scope. It should be noted that the expert did not select articles presenting minimum data sets but not describing the methods used for their creation. Moreover, data sets were often very disease specific with most items not applicable to a range of rare diseases, so only a few items were retained, mostly the patient’s personal information. We thus obtained a very small set of six relevant articles.

National rare diseases expert survey to review the F-MDS-RD

The response rate of the experts to the survey was 81%. A median of 60% of questions were answered. The survey contained 105 questions on DEs. After application of the decision rules, 54 items were retained and 30 were rejected. The 21 remaining items were submitted to a second round of discussion with the working group. During this second review, some items accepted by the decision rules were rejected. We assessed whether the distributions of the response rates were balanced between the different medical fields (Wilcoxon test, Bonferroni correction). Response rates were not affected by the type of medical field to which the experts belonged.

Towards an electronic standard

We selected five major resources within the FHIR resource pool: the Patient resource to gather administrative and demographic information on a patient, the Family history resource to regroup contextual family information, the Encounter resource to include information about care activities performed on the patient, the Condition resource to regroup the diagnosis, diagnosis history, and confirmation data, and the Medication resource to specify ongoing rare disease treatment. We added two resource questionnaires, one for ante- and neonatal information and one for research data. More than half of the F-MDS-RD DEs were defined as extensions or questionnaire elements, and 17% of value sets remained exclusively internal value sets.

THE F-MDS-RD

The resulting F-MDS-RD is described in online supplementary table 1. It is built from 42 CDEs and 16 specific national DEs assigned to 13 groups: consent, patient identification, personal information, family information, vital status, care pathway, care activity, diagnosis history, diagnosis, diagnosis confirmation, treatment, ante- and neonatal information, and participation in research.

If use of the F-MDS-RD is integrated with use of an EHR, as many as 38 of these 58 DEs are likely to be captured and coded in the EHR as part of usual care. The coding of the medical domain values can be adapted to a country’s existing practices. For example, the rare disease diagnosis can be coded in Orphanet, OMIM, or SNOMED CT depending on the context and the required granularity of the coding. In France, diagnostic coding relies on Orphanet codes and is done by clinicians using an application developed in-house.

Online supplementary table 1 shows the correspondence between the F-MDS-RD and the US GRDR CDEs we considered as a gold standard in our work. Both alignments between GRDR CDEs and the F-MDS-RD were assessed.

Extent of coverage of GRDR CDEs in F-MDS-RD

- DEs level: 43% (value domain alignment: 100%) (figure 2A)
- Value domain level: 43%.

Extent of coverage of F-MDS-RD in GRDR CDEs

- DEs level: 33% (value domain alignment: 96%) (figure 2B)
- Value domain level: 32%.

DISCUSSION

The mission of the French rare disease centers is to organize patient care as well as conduct rare disease research. The second French National Plan for Rare Diseases (2011–2014) aims to provide the centers with information technology tools to help improve rare disease care and research. The design and setup of a national information system and databank for rare diseases is thus promoted. The collection of standardized data at a national level and the descriptions of patients’ diseases at an individual level were identified as important steps for fostering rare disease care and clinical and epidemiological research. Two main issues were identified: interoperability to avoid double data entry, and data privacy and security.

The International Rare Diseases Research Consortium (IRD/IRC), developed under the 7th EU Framework Program for Research and Technological Development to expand rare disease research, is currently hampered by a lack of data and samples due to the absence of a complete rare disease classification, standard terms of reference, shared ontologies, and harmonized regulatory requirements. The European Union Committee of Experts on Rare Diseases (EUCERD) jointly with EPIRARE issued recommendations on rare disease patient recording and data collection in June 2013.
These recommendations encourage national data collection for rare diseases based on common data sets for all patients and interoperability through the dissemination of agreed CDEs for rare diseases, and guidelines for data sharing. The US ORDR launched the GRDR. The main goals were: to develop a set of CDEs to facilitate data collection in a standardized and meaningful manner; to assist organizations that have no patient registry to establish a registry and to share de-identified data with the GRDR or other databases; and to facilitate harmonization among the many organizations collecting patient information. To our knowledge, a description of the methodology used for developing the GRDR CDEs has not been published.
The second French National Plan for Rare Diseases encouraged the setting up of a national minimum data set for rare diseases (F-MDS-RD) for all French rare disease centers of expertise. It was oriented towards enabling homogenous and standardized data collection, while limiting multiple or redundant data entries. This F-MDS-RD had to include CDEs for all rare diseases as well as a set of SDEs that met the national plan objectives. The resulting minimal data set was nationally approved and establishes a first mandatory set of standardized data for all rare diseases.

Compared with the GRDR CDEs, we gather less information. We collect less contact or demographic information and do not collect information on the patient’s quality of life or the possibility of transplantation. On the other hand, we collect more information on the structure of care, ante- and neonatal care for patients early in life, rare disease activity, and diagnosis (history and mode of diagnosis confirmation). Harmonization of the F-MDS-RD at an international level is very important for future cooperation among registries. Maintaining updated alignment between coding resources will be an absolute necessity. Orphanet aligns its coding resource to SNOMED CT, OMIM, and ICD, but the coverage is not complete and not easy to maintain: a better continuous and coordinated effort is needed.

Our objective was to push the implementation of the F-MDS-RD in healthcare information systems (EHRs, registries) to facilitate interoperability. We privilege data capture at the ‘bedside’ or in the outpatient clinic by the physicians themselves even though we are aware this is a difficult goal to achieve. Adherence to the system and data collection has to be strong and reliable and bring a real ‘return on investment’ for professionals. The rare disease community is quite motivated to capture data since they are already involved in epidemiological and research programs. Healthcare professionals are very interested in avoiding double data entry when possible as well as having a secure data store for their patient data. Even if data are available from an existing EHR system, they are rarely reusable as it is the case for clinical research. In fact, even if the system has a proper coding system (Orphanet codes for instance), the data quality is often not sufficient for research.

Our experience with these problems is based on use of CEMARA which at present gathers data from 250,000 patient records for more than 4000 rare diseases.

It is very important when sharing patient data to strictly comply with national and international regulations on patient privacy and intellectual property. These aspects need to be considered early in the process of setting up a cohort or a registry. Informed consent is required for all patients to be included in the French registry. An assent and a consent process are required for minors and individuals not competent to provide informed consent. Enrolled minors must be re-contacted when they reach adulthood and re-consent obtained. The importance of understanding the content of the consent form is explained as well as the meaning of the participant’s signature.

A recent successful European project (epSOS) has led to the issuance of an EU guideline on a minimum and non-complete patient summary data set for electronic exchange in accordance with the cross-border directive 2011/24/EU. We now aim to help define a comparable minimum data set for rare diseases at the European level to support development of an EU recommendation for rare diseases as epSOS did for emergency care. The F-MDS-RD only responds to part of the information needs of the French rare disease centers of expertise. In fact, for patient care or research, more data are needed. For this reason, we promote the sharing of information with clinical trials and cohorts studies. We also aim to define specialized minimum data sets for each group of rare diseases in order to continue our efforts to make data interoperable.
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